
Fox Armpoint Super Wide Gape Single Hook 
Shank Hooks

Fox

Product number: FX-ASWGS

A unique wide gape hook with a lengthened shank.

6,49 € * 6,49 €

The Wide Gape Long Shank has been developed with the intention of creating the ultimate modern carp 
hook, combining key elements from the greatest fish catching patterns, for use on the most popular rigs 
around today. We started with a long shank hook, renowned for it’s hooking properties, we added to that a 
slight, but sweeping curve, this ensures the hook will turn in an instant once inside the carps mouth, putting 
it in the prefect hooking position. A wide gape was also required, to give the point as much chance of 
catching hold as possible. Finally, a beaked point to ensure that once hooked the hook remains in place and 
the chances of it pulling are reduced. Never have all these elements been combined in a carp hook and the 
result is deadly! These hooks are perfectly suited to Ronnie/Spinner rig presentations alongside all manner 
of different bottom bait and popup rigs.



Completely unique pattern/design
Combining "critical elements" of some of the very best hooks
A long shank, a wide gape and a beaked point
The long shank encourages the hook to turn in the carps mouth
The long shank features a slight curvature adding to the speed at which the hook turns
The wide gape ensures the point is as free as possible to catch hold
The beaked point helps the hook remain in place during battle
Beaked point also makes it perfect for fishing bottom baits on hard gravel
Perfect for Ronnie/Spinner rigs and great for bottom bait and alternative pop-up presentations
Super sharp
Arma Point technology
Slightly in-turned eye to further exaggerate the sweeping shank
Non-reflective dark coating
Increased wire gauge
Super strong yet lightweight XC81 Vanadium forged steel construction

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

